
Moonee Beach

MOONEE BEACH PREMIER LAND
DON'T MISS OUT ON THIS BLOCK, STARTING FROM $665,000 for 604m2
proposed Lot 6.

Be Part of Moonee Beach's most Premier & Prestigious Estate, Moonee
Creek Parklands Estate.

These Lifestyle blocks are only a short stroll to the Magnificent Moonee
Beach Estuary through a Public Reserve.

Live your comfortable lifestyle on a very generous sized block.

Prime position, strategically positioned in a centre position of Moonee Creek
Drive and Moonee Beach Estuary, just a great spot to call home.

Moonee boasts one of the best, pristine, and family friendly estuaries on the
Coffs Coast. Moonee Beach back in 2017 Moonee was named the best
beach on the mainland, and was number 3 on the list of Australia's 101
Best Beaches

WOW Moonee Beach has everything you need, shopping centre with a
Coles and Aldi supermarket, grab a coffee from the Black Apple, a
newspaper, a fresh loaf of bread from the bakery and some meat from the
sensational butcher for dinner and then head home to start your day.

If you don't feel like cooking lunch or dinner, then mossy back down to the
shopping centre and have some beautiful Chinese from the Moon Dragon
or the Moonee Tavern is just the perfect spot to sit and enjoy a meal and a
cold refreshment.

 610 m2

Price
$665,000 Contact Andrew
Dykes 0419 710 577
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Residential
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Agent Details

Andrew Dykes - 0419 710 577

Office Details

Coffs Coast Real Estate
0419 710 577



The shopping centre also has a Day Care Centre, heated swimming pool for
those cooler days in winter. The village of Moonee has great community
spirit, and everyone shares a welcoming friendly wave as they pass you by.
The commercial precinct has further development potential, Moonee hasn't
finished blossoming yet.

Wanting a Coffs Coast Lifestyle, the perfect sea change. Close to M1 and
Coffs Harbour airport with direct flights Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne and
soon to be the Sunshine Coast. Twice daily XPT service to Sydney and
Brisbane.

These blocks are some of the last remaining lots with easy access to Coffs
Coast Regional Park and Moonee Creek estuary.

Call Andrew Dykes 0419 710 577 now and discuss this exciting
opportunity of buying into this superbly positioned and best Land Estate
Moonee Beach has to offer.

 

 

All information contained herein has been supplied to us or has been
gathered together from sources we consider to be reliable. Whilst every
care has been taken in obtaining and gathering the information, we give no
warranty or guarantee to the accuracy of this information. We encourage
all interested parties that they should rely on their own investigations and
research directly information in relation to this property. All distances and
drive times are as per google maps.

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that
information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any
responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and
rely upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.


